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Newsletter No. 139  July 2011

Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd.

Membership Renewal 2011 - 2012
Members are reminded that their membership will be 
due for renewal on the 1st of September 2011.
Please note that, as was approved at the Annual General. 
Meeting on Saturday the 27th of November 2010, 
all classes of Membership Subscriptions have been 
increased by £2.00.
Subscriptions for 2011 - 2012 are therefore as foIlows: 
 Individual Member: £21.00
 Joint Members: £23.00
 Family Members: £25.00
 Institutional Member: £27.00
A Membership Renewal Form is included with this 
Newsletter, please respond promptly.  For the first time 
you can pay your subscription by Bank Transfer, using 
the Membership Number on your Newsletter mailing 
label.  Please refer to the Renewal Form for full details.

Wes Taylor

Newsletter  Reader Survey 2011
The response to the Reader Survey launched with the 
April 2011 Newsletter has been quite astonishing, a most 
pleasing result.  Perhaps it is because there were fewer 
questions than on the recent Census forms ???  At the 
time of writing (June 9th) 110 members have responded, 
which represents 24.9% of the current membership.
Of these 64.6% preferred to have a paper copy of the 
Newsletter by post, 20.0% wanted the electronic version 
emailed, and 15.5% chose to receive the Newsletter by 
both post and email.

Of those responding 12.7% stated that they already 
received the Newsletter by email, in addition to a paper 
copy.  However, when the Reader Survey was issued 
only 6.6% of members were receiving the Newsletter by 
email, suggesting that this group is disproportionately 
represented in the results.  48.3% of those receiving 
the email Newsletter responded, compared to 23.2% of 
those who only receive it by post.
One question asked what Members did with their old 
Newsletters.  2.8% disposed of, or recycled, it after 
reading, 0.9% passed it on to someone else, 14.7% kept 
it until the next issue, and 81.7% retained it for posterity.  
Of those who retained it 73.3% subsequently found the 
need to refer back to a saved copy.
The Survey asked Members to rate the importance of 
various Newsletter items on a scale of 0 (of no interest 
or importance at all) to 5 (particularly interesting or 
important).  The average scores are shown below:-

Official Society Notices (AGM etc.): 3.44
Book, Video and DVD Reviews: 3.56
Forthcoming Meets Programme: 3.94
Trip Reports:   3.86
Observations and Discoveries: 4.61

A more comprehensive version of this report, which 
includes all additional suggestions and comments made 
by Members, was passed to the members of the PDMHS 
Council at their meeting in May.
The feedback from this Survey has been very pleasing, 
and many constructive comments and suggestions were 
included in Member’s responses.  I would like to thank 
everyone who took the trouble to respond.

Steve Thompson

Not to be Missed - The 2011 AGM and Social Gathering
The 2011 Annual General Meeting and Social Gathering will be held on Saturday the 26th of November 2011 at 
the Peak District Mining Museum in Matlock Bath.  As a result of the very positive response received from those 
who attended last year’s event it has been decided to follow the same format once more.
There will be the usual afternoon lectures, we have two speakers lined up so far - one being Steve Thompson, 
who will talk about some of his work on the Lead Mines of Taddington Liberty, and Richard Shaw will talk about 
Mining Hazards and Radioactive Waste Disposal.  David Webb will be showing his latest DVD production.
The evening meal will be a hot buffet on the same basis as last year, with a good selection of food to suit all tastes.  
The cost this year is expected to be in the region of £18.00 given the increased food prices and VAT.  Once again 
we shall have a bar serving real ale and wine.
This will be an ideal opportunity to meet up with old friends and acquaintances and enjoy a relaxing evening.
Finalised details, including the menu etc., will be in the October issue of the Newsletter, together with a booking 
form for you to use.

Keith Gregory and Robin Hall
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Meets List:  Summer & Autumn 2011
1:  Mining Heritage Walk - Elton Mines
Tuesday 19th July 2011.  Leader:  Tony Wood, meet 
7.00pm in Elton village near the church.
Taking a look at the Cowclose and Leadnams Mines, as 
well as the mines in and around the village, and also a 
trip to the tail of Cowclose Sough.  Optional food and 
drink afterwards at the Miner’s Standard Winster.

2:  Mining Heritage Walk - Winster Village
Tuesday 2nd August 2011.  Leader:  Tony Wood, meet 
7.00pm at the back car park of the Miner’s Standard.
Walking around the mines of Winster, looking at 
the development of the village and how lead mining 
influenced its growth.  The sites of the mines on the 
Bank Pastures will be visited as well as the Pitts Mines, 
with its dressing floors and buddles, the site of the 
Drummer’s Venture Mine and the site of the East Bank 
Adit and its associated workings.
Optional food and drink afterwards at the Miner’s 
Standard.

3:  Mining Heritage Walk - The Mines of 
Flagg Moor
Tuesday 9th August 2011.  Leader:  Adam Russell, meet 
at the Duke of York, Pomerory (on the A515) at 7.00pm.
An evening walk looking at the Chapeldale and High 
Stool mines, and some of the smaller mines of Flagg 
Moor.  Optional chip butties at the Duke of York 
afterwards.

4:  Mining Heritage Walk - Magpie Mine, 
Sheldon
Tuesday 23rd August 2011.  Leader:  Tony Wood, meet 
7.00pm at the Cock & Pullet Inn, Sheldon.
Another opportunity for Society members new and old 
to visit the magnificent Magpie Mine site, and learn 
something of its long and fascinating history.  Optional 
food and drink at the Cock & Pullet, Sheldon afterwards.

5:  Mining Heritage Walk – Ashford in the 
Water
Tuesday 6th September 2011.  Leader: Tony Wood, meet 
6.30pm near the church in Ashford in the Water
This is a short walk around the village of Ashford to take 
a look at the Black Marble industry.  We will be visiting 
several of the mines and looking at other points of 
interest associated with the industry.  Drinks at the Bull’s 
Head, Ashford afterwards.

6:  Heritage Day
Saturday 10th September 2011
This year’s Heritage Day will be held at Magpie Mine, 
Sheldon.  As usual there will be tours of the mine site 
and refreshments on offer.  If you would like to assist in 
the running of the event then please contact Tony Wood.

7:  Pretoria Chert Mine, Bakewell.
Sunday 18th September 2011.  Leader: Paul Chandler.
Another daytime opportunity to explore this fascinating 
mine, with its impressive pack-walls, artefacts and in 
places, more holes than rock!  This is an easy grade, 
dry trip, which is suitable for novices.  Boilersuit or 
old clothes are fine.  Access into the mine involves 
a 15ft (5m) fixed ladder climb, so a belt or helmet 
mounted light will be essential.  Mostly large walking 
size passages, which are steeply inclined in places.  An 
optional short crawl leads into another part of the mine, 
with a colourful surprise at the end!  You’ll find it well 
worth bringing a camera.  Party size is limited to 8, plus 
the Leader.  Preference will be given to Society members 
who have not visited this mine before.
For more details of meeting time & place, and to book 
your place(s), please contact Paul Chandler.
Reference:  Mining History (PDMHS) Vol.13, No.5 
(1998).

8:  Ashford Black Marble Mine (Rookery 
Mine)
Tuesday 27th September 2011.  Leader:  Tony Wood.
Once again an opportunity to visit this popular 
Derbyshire mine which, if you have never visited it 
before, is quite extensive, easy to explore and totally 
different to a typical Derbyshire lead mine.
An easy grade trip, dry apart from a few puddles, with 
mostly walking size passages. This evening visit is an 
ideal novice trip, but of interest to experienced mine 
explorers too.  Access conditions limit the party size to 
15 including the Leader.  For those Society members 
and guests attending this meet there will also be a unique 
opportunity to view a genuine historic item made from 
Ashford Black Marble.  For further details or to book 
your place(s) please contact Tony Wood.

9:  Arrock Black Marble Mine, Ashford
Tuesday 11th October 2011.  Leader: Paul Chandler, 
meet 7.30pm at Ashford church, there is parking nearby.
This is an Easy/Moderate grade trip.  There is a 
low crawl near the entrance, so lighting needs to be 
“hands free” - a torch in the hand is not suitable.  The 
remainder of the mine is mainly walking or stooping 
size, dry passages.  Arrock Mine is quite different to the 
Rookery Black Marble Mine nearby, in that timber has 
been used to support the roof, some of which, you might 
say, has seen better days!  Although less extensive than 
the Rookery Mine, it is arguably more interesting.  Party 
size is not limited, there is no need to book, but this trip 
is not suitable for children.  Access by kind permission 
of the Chatsworth Estate.
Optional drinks afterwards in the Bulls Head, Ashford.

Reference for both these above trips:-
“Derbyshire Black Marble” by J M Tomlinson (PDMHS 
Special Publication No 4, 1996).
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10: Barmote Event.
This year’s Barmote event will take place on Wednesday 
the 19th of October 2011 at the Peak District Mining 
Museum at Matlock Bath.  The event will begin at 
11.00am prompt.  There will be two presentations; this 
will be followed by the presentation of clay pipes to the 
new members.
Food and drink will be provided.  As usual the new 
members will receive their own invitations, the “usual 
suspects” will need to phone or call in at the Museum 
so that we have an idea of the numbers for food.  There 
will be a chance for new members to take a tour of the 
Mining Museum and Temple Mine as well.

11:  Great Masson Cavern, Matlock Bath.
Tuesday 25th October.  Leader: Tony Wood, meet 
7.00pm at the Pavilion car park, Matlock Bath.
Another Society visit to this ever popular, extensive part 
natural and part mined complex.  If you haven’t been 
before then you are in for a treat!  In brief, there are 
large and impressive natural caverns, the mined sections 
are full of interest from very early “woodpecker” pick 
working to hand picked coffin levels as well as relatively 
modern mining artefacts.  It is an interesting site from 
both the geological and the mineralization perspectives.  
Well worth bringing a camera!
Special thanks to the Heights of Abraham for allowing 
access to the Masson system via the Show Cave.

12:  Bage Mine - Bolehill
Sunday 13th November 2011.  Leaders: Wirksworth 
Mines Research Group.
A chance to make a descent of the Hard End Shaft down 
to the 190 ft level, then explore the workings which take 
you down onto the 238 ft level. If conditions in the mine 
are favourable a further descent will be made down to 
the 303 ft level. Afterwards it will be possible to ride 
back on the winch seat all the way up the shaft to the 
surface.
This trip will be limited to 20 people and booking is 
essential.  A BCA insurance card is also required for 
this meet.  Please email or telephone Tony Wood if you 
wish to attend this meet so he can pass the list of who is 
attending on to the group.
The Mining Heritage Walks are a great way of getting 
out to meet new members and old friends.  Buffets are 
optional and cost between £1.50 and £3.00
Further details on many of the mines visited can be 
found in the latest edition of “Lead Mining in the Peak 
District” by Rieuwerts and Ford.

Contact Details:
Tony Wood: Tel:  07891  276668
 email:  wtonyw01@aol.com

Paul Chandler: Tel:  01246 220773
 email:  paulchandler3@btinternet.com

Tony Wood

Society Workshop Report:
Researching Mining History
A dozen members of the Society attended this informal 
workshop on the 15th of March, led by Conservation 
Officer Adam Russell, where they were given an 
introduction on how to begin researching mining history.
First of all, the workshop looked at how to decide on an 
area or subject for their research.  Adam then covered 
the major sources of documentary records and where 
to find them, such as the Bagshaw Collection at the 
Sheffield Archives and the Brooke-Taylor papers at the 
Derbyshire Record Office, Matlock.  Following this 
he talked about what sort of records these collections 
contain, biases and omissions in the records, and the use 
of sources not directly related to mining, like Tithe Maps 
and Parish Records, to find useful information.
Adam brought examples of his own research along, 
including some photographs of original documents 
kindly loaned by Steve Thompson.  The value of the 
mutual exchange of information with other researchers 
was stressed and Adam concluded the workshop by 
emphasising the importance of publication as a means of 
preserving and making accessible your research.
Those attending raised many questions during the course 
of the workshop, and hopefully some of them may now 
feel inspired to start research projects of their own.

Martin Long and Adam Russell

St. Aidan’s Dragline Open Days 2011
A reminder of the last two open days of 2011 at the 
largest preserved walking dragline excavator in Western 
Europe, situated at the St. Aidan’s opencast coal site at 
Swillington, Leeds, postcode LS26 8AL.
This great dragline will be open to the public, with free 
admission, from 2.00pm to 4.00pm on Saturday the 10th 
and Sunday the 11th of September.
For more details about these open days please contact 
Paul C. Thompson on 07889 286634.

Ivor J. Brown, Secretary,
Friends of St. Aidan’s BE 1150 Dragline

Photographs of Society Meets
PDMHS member Steve Dalgliesh has placed some of his 
excellent photographs of recent Society meets online:-
Merry Tom:  http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/
gallery/album.php?album_id=52
Fauld Gypsum Mine:  http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/
phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=45
The Wales Weekend:  http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/
phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=44
Ashford Black Marble Mine:  http://www.steve-daggers.
co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=34
Masson Cavern:  http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/
phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=10
Enjoy !!!

Steve Thompson

mailto:wtonyw01@aol.com
mailto:paulchandler3@btinternet.com
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=52
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=52
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=45
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=45
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=44
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=44
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=34
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=34
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=10
http://www.steve-daggers.co.uk/phpBB3/gallery/album.php?album_id=10
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Shaft Restoration and Capping in 2010
We have had another enjoyable but very busy year of 
shaft restoration and capping work for the Derbyshire 
Wildlife Trust in the Cromford area, and shaft and adit 
work for the Woodland Trust and Staffordshire Wildlife 
Trust.  Much of this work is dependent on the grant aid 
that these organisations receive.

We also completed much maintenance work in the 
Speedwell system for the owners, for whom it is always 
a pleasure to work.

One shaft, worthy of note, that we rebuilt and 
descended is located in splendid isolation high up in 
the outstanding Staffordshire Moorlands countryside.  
It was revealed by stock erosion which caused the 
‘corbelled’ top to collapse.

This working appears to be of great age.  Tangible 
evidence of ancient settlement nearby can be seen in 
the form of lynchets, i.e. parallel ledges running along 
the valley sides, the remains.of prehistoric cultivation 
terraces.

Further evidence of early activity was brought to 
surface by deep ploughing in the late 1940s, revealing 
flint arrow or spear heads, work-worn antler tines, 
crude pottery, etc.  (Information from the current 
landowners, whose family have farmed the area for 
generations.)  See Descent magazine for more detail 
on our many caving and mining exploits, or visit the 
excellent Crewe Climbing and Potholing Club website.

http://www.ccpc.org.uk/newsletter
Len Kirkham

Society AGM Meal/Buffet
May I suggest that Paul Chandler and anyone else who 
felt the price was too high for the AGM buffet should try 
organising the next one themselves.
Can they find someone who can produce a hot meal for 
50 to 60 people for £10 to £15 per head?
Would he also like to help make sure everything is ready, 
things such as re-arranging the room and making sure 
that there are enough tables and chairs.
He would also need to book the community rooms, make 
sure that the kitchen is available, and buy the all the beer 
and other drinks.  Perhaps they should start thinking 
about it now?
Robin and the Museum staff put a lot of work into the 
arrangements and I would like to thank them for a very 
good evening.

Evelyn Dixon

Information Required:  Goytsclough Mill
Can I ask for a personal request for information to 
be placed in a future PDMHS newsletter?  I saw the 
reference to Goytsclough Mill, a water-powered site 

for processing lead ore and barytes, located at SK 011 
734, in the 1988 booklet, The Industrial Revolution in 
Cheshire:  Six Themed Walks by George Longden.
Does anyone in the Society have any further details 
about this site (equipment, operators, working life, etc.)?

Stuart Mousdale,  
2 Crossland Terrace, Helsby, FRODSHAM, WA6 9LY

Phone:  01928 726014
Email:  townmouse3@phonecoop.coop

Still in Fine Health, despite the rumours to 
the contrary!
I was delighted to receive the Society’s Golden 
Jubilee publication about a year ago:  my warmest 
congratulations in achieving this remarkable milestone 
in the Society’s long and valuable existence.
However, as I still receive the Society’s Newsletter and 
other publications regularly I was surprised to read on 
page 4 that I had probably already gone to join the other 
four early Honorary Members now deceased.  May I 
assure you that I am still very much alive, albeit now 
ninety.  Perhaps a few of the very early members who 
are still around might remember me?
I greatly enjoyed the contents of the Jubilee publication, 
which were a timely reminder to me of the wide range 
of valuable activities and recording which the Society 
has been involved with over the years.  My active 
association with the Society was in its first decade, 
when I was Director of the then Peak District National 
Park Board, before returning north in the late 1960s to 
join the newly established Countryside Commission for 
Scotland.
I am pleased to learn from the Newsletters etc. that 
the Society is still flourishing so well.  My very best 
wishes for the continued success of the Society in all its 
activities.

John Foster

Donations of Knitting Yarn Needed.
My name is Marilyn, and I help Robin out with the 
typing and admin. at the Mining Museum.  For the past 
10 years or so I have been knitting children’s garments 
for an orphanage in Rumania.  For this I rely on people 
donating balls of yarn, and over the years I have become 
an expert knitter of striped jumpers!
Recently I have run out of supplies and wondered if you 
could put an appeal in the next Newsletter:  Does anyone 
have any odd balls of yarn they could donate to the 
cause?  I put a similar request in the Newsletter two or 
three years ago and got quite a good response.
Any donations can be left at, or sent to, the Museum, 
and will be gratefully received.
Thanks in anticipation.

Marilyn Brummitt
Peak District Mining Museum

Letters to the Editor

http://www.ccpc.org.uk/newsletter
mailto:townmouse3@phonecoop.coop
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Peak District Mines – Observations 
and Discoveries – Part 38
Chest Colliery, Wildboarclough, Cheshire, 
centred SJ 995 721
In Farey’s 1811 list of collieries there has been just one 
site on the western moorlands of the Peak District that 
has long proved difficult to relocate in modern times.  
This was described by him as ‘Chest (near Flash), 3m. E 
of Wincle Chapel, in Cheshire, 2nd coal’.  Nothing has 
ever been found at sites that fit comfortably with Farey’s 
given location.

The reason why became clear in 2010, when the author 
was asked at work to look at a Google Earth image and 
express an opinion as to what the visible archaeological 
features were likely to be.  The answer was ‘They look 
just like coal mining remains, where are they?’  Below 
the winding main road running from the Cat and Fiddle 
towards Macclesfield, not in plain sight, are a small 
series of coal shaft mounds at a location where we did 
not suspect there would be mining.  Although the British 
Geological Survey mapping shows that they are at the 
correct location for the Ringinglow Seam, these maps 
show no known coal anywhere in the vicinity, in an area 
where they identify head deposits at surface; the map 
now needs revision.  Things started to fall into place 
when we noticed that the main stream gully that passes 
through the site is marked on Ordnance Survey maps as 
Chest Hollow!

It seems very likely that we have found Chest Colliery; 
why Farey’s given location is wrong is not clear – it may 
just be that his memory was at fault or his notes jumbled 
(we have all been there).  The real site lies about 3 miles 
east of Langley and 5 miles east of Macclesfield, but is 
4.5 miles north-east of Wincle Chapel.  In retrospect we 
should have looked here for coal mining remains several 

years ago, as this is the next potential place northwards 
along the Ringinglow Seam outcrop from the mining 
remains at Dane Colliery and other smaller mines 
nearby.  Here the coal is likely to have been found in a 
stream exposure by anyone prospecting.

Two of the shaft mounds lie on Open Access moorland 
while the rest are on private farmland; they have been 
assessed for this note using a combination of fieldwork, 
viewing from a distance, and examining Google 
Earth and air photographs.  The remains mostly lie on 
shelving, but poorly-drained, land and comprise 19-22 
shaft mounds close to what must be the coal outcrop.  

Those with very small 
hillocks must be shallow, 
while there are somewhat 
deeper shafts with larger 
mounds nearby to the east 
side, which would have 
dropped further onto the 
dipping seam.  The coal 
was probably discovered 
at or near the stream and 
followed northwards.  
Three of the features here 
are uncertainly interpreted 
and may be nothing more 
than slight natural rises in 
the boggy ground.  There 
are only two shafts south 
of the stream, which 
suggests that the seam was 
not as thick here, or for 
some reason was not as 
easy to work.

Reference:  Farey, J. 1811 General View of the 
Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire Vol. 1, page 193.

Present:  John Barnatt and Chris Heathcote
Reported by:  John Barnatt

Ancient Coal Mining near Owler Bar 
(Salters Sitch Colliery, Holmesfield, 
Derbyshire, centred SK 288 778)
Newsletter No. 137 (January, 2011), contained a short 
article by John Barnatt concerning surface remains of 
old coal workings at Bucka Hill and Salters Sitch at 
Owler Bar and others nearer to Totley.  The earliest 
confirmed date available to John was in Farey [1811] 
who listed the Bucka Hill workings as ‘formerly’.  I 
remember having read notes contributed by G.H.B. Ward 
to the Sheffield Clarion Ramblers Handbook relating 
to the Owler Bar mines and the following extracts may 
be of interest to readers.  Ward began by stating that 
‘This Bucca Hill bellpit area was commonly called 
Saltersitch’.  He also described the general district, 
quoting old place names and noting the hollow ways that 
cross the site.
Ward included one 17th century reference to the mines 
and another dating from early in the 18th century:

Chest Colliery, 
Wildboarclough
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‘A payne set that Thomas Haslam, Reonald Thorpe 
and Edmund Cartledge and their partners shall fill upp 
certain colepitts by them lately made att Carr and Bucca 
Hill in Holmesfield’ [Holmesfield Court Rolls, 1649].
‘Whereas complaint hath been made to us by Thomas 
Ragg concerning the pits at the Salter Sitch that they be 
very dangerous both for man and beast therefore if they 
be not secured before the eleaventh day of November 
next we do amercy them twenty shillings’ [Holmesfield 
Court Rolls, 1708].
The Clarion Ramblers’ handbooks are a valuable source 
of information, much of which was contributed by Ward, 
they should be more widely read.

Jim Rieuwerts.
(Note:  I totally agree with Jim about people using the 
Sheffield Clarion Ramblers handbooks and I have dug 
into them on several occasions over the years – the 
subjects covered are wide ranging and often there are 
several per page - if anyone wants a challenge, what 
is badly needed is a detailed index of all references to 
mining and quarrying so that those of us with failing 
memories remember when and where to look.  There is 
a run of the Handbooks in the Sheffield Local Studies 
Library and presumably other libraries in the region.

John Barnatt).

Fluorspar for Fluxing at Ecton (and some 
Masson Mine Memories)
The note by John Barnatt in the Newsletter (No. 138, 
April 2011, p. 5-6) confirming the use of substantial 
amounts of fluorspar at Ecton for smelting (of both 
copper and lead?) is most interesting but is possibly 
subject to misconception by the reader, based on Lindsey 
Porter’s Ecton (2004 p. 146) in which Porter states 
the fluorspar went from Matlock to the Ecton Copper 
Smelter, end-noting this to Farey (1811 p. 392).  Farey 
in his Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire, (1811 
p. 461) does not specify its use for copper smelting, 
merely its source as Knowles Mine in Matlock.  Farey 
mentions it use as a flux at Ecton Cupola (p. 392) in his 
section specifically on lead smelting.  It was also used 
at Stonedge Cupola (Willies 1990, p. 9).  Whether the 
fluorspar was also used for copper smelting, I cannot 
say.  Porter discusses it also under his lead smelting 
heading.  Barnatt makes the point that later, anyway, 
the ore only went to Ecton, not to Whiston, and was 
then used for lead smelting.  Though it would not be 
especially surprising, do we have any specific data 
indicating its use in copper smelting?
Following reading an initial draft of this note, John 
Barnatt comments that ‘the bills for taking fluorspar 
to Ecton start in the same 6/7 week accounting period 
(Nov. 1782) as the first mention of lead smelting there 
– surely very unlikely to be an unrelated coincidence!’
As John shows in his note, the amounts of fluorspar sent 
to Ecton were very considerable but in lead smelting 
(somewhat later), about 60 kg of fluorspar was added per 

smelt for say a ton or so of produced lead.  Given there 
was enough lead being produced at Ecton to warrant a 
cupola there, which could cope with about a thousand 
tons of lead production annually, lead smelting might 
well have utilised all the fluorspar supplied.  Porter notes 
that lead ores produced at Ecton cannot be quantified, 
but there were plenty of other sources than Ecton itself 
within easy range.
Fluorspar was the most desirable flux in lead smelting.  
It causes the slag portion to liquify at a lower 
temperature than otherwise, allowing the heavier lead 
to descend with the slag floating on the top.  With a 
slightly higher temperature and enough fluorspar the 
slag would fuse or liquify entirely and a lower portion 
of the lead would be lost to the slag, both physically and 
chemically.  It could then be tapped-off as a “run-slag” 
(rather than being drawn out semi-solid with a rake as 
previously) via a higher slag hole and would cool to 
form the familiar lava-like slag.
If any copper was present, then iron or iron oxide may 
have been desirable, the former helping the lead to 
separate and the latter combining with any silica present 
to produce fayalite, a major slag constituent.  Porter 
(2004) presents evidence of the use of sand (silica) at 
Ecton, but possibly (if for smelting) only in the copper 
calciner hearth bottom.  Fluorspar was found at Ecton, 
but subordinate to calcite, both of which, anyway, would 
be mainly separated-out in the washing stages of ore 
concentration.  Iron oxide is also found there.
At many lead smelters c.1811, Farey noted several 
different ores were admixed, from between five and 
eight sources dependent on experience, before being 
placed in the cupola furnace, almost certainly to produce 
a good fluxing effect.  However in the 18th century, it 
was often common to smelt ore from a single producer 
in the supplied parcel, the payment for the ore being 
based on the actual amount of lead produced.  Since not 
all ore was mixed with fluorite, and some must have had 
mainly baryte which would have made it particularly 
refractory and intractable, this may suggest fluorspar 
had an even older history of specific working as a flux 
for lead smelting than the Ecton example suggests.  
Alternatively, it is possible its specific use commenced 
with the introduction of the running or macaroni furnace 
(i.e. with fusing or liquifying of the slag) in the late 18th 
century, with the amount of fluorspar used therefore 
possibly indicating the first use of the improved process 
in the Peak at Ecton.
Knowles Mine
In the 1950s and 60s I was able to explore much of 
the then surviving northern end of the Crichman Pipe 
working on Masson Hill.  We then knew Knowles as 
the name of a shaft about 20 yards or so from the south-
eastern end of the Masson opencast, perhaps twice this 
distance from the Wartime Knowles Adit square-set 
timbered workings then exposed in the opencast.  We 
had located the shaft from underground by crawling 
north along a rectangular section gate about 70 cm high 
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from near the extant King Shaft workings.  From near 
the collapsed end near the quarry face, we traversed 
east over a largish area of beds on the plane of the 
collapsed roof, from which we reached the shaft.  Being 
then agile and foolish I climbed the shaft at the above 
location.  It was about 30 feet (9 metres) deep, some 
three feet diameter and ginged at the top.  A chamber 
a few metres wide and somewhat longer north-south 
at the bottom had the south wall covered in graffiti.  I 
may still have a photograph somewhere of an inscribed 
1638 date from there, of a style not inconsistent with 
that period.  As the pipe is close to outcrop to the west, 
such early exploitation is at least possible.  It is possible 
the collapse was over substantial workings possibly 
associated with massive fluorspar extraction rather than 
the more dispersed galena:  the lack of obvious modern 
connection to nearby pre-war or wartime workings may 
indicate the position of the original Knowles fluorspar 
working.
This area of working was destroyed by opencasting 
about 1978, about two weeks after David Warriner and 
Norman Birkett holed through from the Youds Level 
sough / Queen’s Mine workings.  This temporarily 
provided a link between the River Derwent at Artists 
Corner and Masson Cavern on the south, and, via Kings 
Shaft, to Princess Shaft, on the west.  The three of us 
traversed the route from Princess Shaft using only a 
single rope to assist in a 700 feet descent to the riverside.
References
Farey, J.  1811  General View of the Agriculture and 
Minerals of Derbyshire, Vol. 1.  1989 Reprint, Peak 
District Mines Historical Society, Matlock Bath.
Porter, L.  2004  Ecton Copper Mines under the Dukes 
of Devonshire 1760-1790.  Ashbourne:  Landmark.
Willies, L.  Derbyshire Lead Smelting, Bulletin PDMHS 
(1990) 11:1, 1-19.

Lynn Willies

Arrock Mine, Ashford in the Water, 
Derbyshire, centred SK 191 694
A visit in February 2011 to this gated Ashford Black 
Marble working south of the Wye and the debates we 
had underground, has prompted the author to put a few 
thoughts on paper.
Not all of the underground quarry is now accessible and 
it is unclear how much further the workings originally 
went; the ‘marble’ extraction is thought to date from the 
first half of the 19th century through to the very early 
20th.  Like other underground stone quarries in the area 
the Black Marble beds have been removed using what 
can loosely be described as ‘long wall’ extraction, taking 
stone from a face that as work progressed got ever longer 
and further from the small surface quarry, with packs 
being placed behind the face to support the roof where 
stone has already been removed.  At Arrock, in places 
unmined pillars have also been left to either give added 
support and/or because the ‘marble’ here was of inferior 
quality.  There are several beds of the dark fine-grained 

limestone (i.e. the ‘marble’), sometimes interleaved with 
thin cherty beds.  Immediately above the ‘marble’ horizon 
there is incompetent and sometimes thinly bedded rock 
approaching 1m thick in parts; this has commonly been 
removed to thicker limestone above which forms the roof 
of much of the workings; it is suspected that removal of 
the poor beds may have taken place as a preliminary to 
taking the ‘marble’ rather than undermining the ‘marble’ 
to aid extraction.  Another characteristic of the mine is the 
frequent use of vertical timber posts placed as ‘temporary’ 
roof support, later incorporated into the faces of stone 
packs.  This type of timbering is not a feature of the larger 
Rookery Mine on the other side of the river, although it 
was employed in the Pretoria chert workings nearby at 
Bakewell.

The gated entrance leads into a gently-inclined haulway 
(1), which after a short distance has had once-sturdy 
timbers placed horizontally at roof level to give it 
support; these have collapsed.  A low crawl (2) over 
the top of a pack (with this air space perhaps left for 
ventilation) leads to a second haulway (3) coming from 
surface (now with its entrance blocked and again gated).  
Within a branch at the bottom (4), there is the last place 
in the accessible quarry to be worked, as indicated by a 
pack on the west side with wooden railway sleepers used 
as roof supports, as opposed to the usual round-section 
timbers found everywhere else.  Immediately beyond the 
pack there is a worked ‘pillar’ of stone (5), left after much 
had been taken but before the lowermost beds had been 
removed.  This late extraction, which may well be 20th 
century in date, is not at a main working face but was 
confined to removal of bedrock pillars to the updip side of 
the passage; it is not known how far away the real face to 
the east lies as this is no longer accessible.
Running southwards from the main haul route, starting 
half way down from the entrance, there is long branch 
route (6), which once had a tramway, as impressions 
of removed sleepers are visible.  In this route, which 
has a low roof, the quarrymen chose the inconvenience 

Arrock Black Marble Mine, 
Ashford (after Ford 1964 

with annotations)
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of having to stoop while pushing trucks.  Some of the 
timber supports can be seen to extend downwards for a 
significant distance and an open side gallery (7), where 
the floor to the face descends steeply, shows that at least 
half the height of the access route has been backfilled.  
This increased the stability of the passage by, in effect, 
buttressing the lower halves of the wall packs.  Infilling 
was also a way of disposing of extraction waste, 
particularly when it was not good pack-building material.  
It is suspected that at Arrock Mine infilling in the access 
routes in the quarry has taken place commonly, but that 
it is more noticeable in this particular passage because it 
is a little more extreme and stands in contrast to the side 
gallery.  In the haulway, just around the corner from the 
side gallery, there are two sleeper impressions at right 
angles to the others, indicating that it is likely there was 
a winch here, set on timbers, used to haul quarried stone 
blocks up to the tramway level.
In the area between the branch haulway and the valley 
side to the west there are further accessible passages (8) 
which stand in contrast in that they are more sinuous 
and tend to be narrower; these are not ideally suited for 
tramway haulage and stone/waste may have been moved 
using wheelbarrows.  At one point where there has been 
a roof fall (9), where Ford suggests there may once have 
been a further entrance; the old surface quarry face is 
presumably very close by (we didn’t check, it was wet 
and dark).
One side passage (10) has been backfilled so that it is 
necessary to crawl in, indicating the latest work in this 
part of the mine was at the forefield nearby (11), with the 
side passage a convenient dumping ground.  In this part 
of the workings further details telling of extraction were 
noted.  In the roof of the backfilled passage there is a drill 
hole with a feather wedged in, remaining from the use of 
plug and feathers to bring down the stone below the roof; 
this method has the twin advantage of being cost-free and 
lessening the danger of fracture of the beds to be used for 
marble production.  Elsewhere there is a stash of several 
feathers placed on a ledge.  However, just outside the 
backfilled passage, the main face also has examples of 
shotholes, showing that the quarrymen were not adverse 
to using powder where this was necessary or convenient.  
At this end of the workings there are narrow mineral 
scrins visible in roof and walls, and at one point (12), a 
small hole above backfill leads to a small working not 
shown on the survey with no obvious way on.

Present:  Niki and Mat Adlam-Stiles, John Barnatt, John 
Beck, Rod Dalton, John Hunter, Adam Russell, Richard 
Shaw, Karen Slatcher, Andy Tickle, Phil Wolstenholme.

Reported:  John Barnatt

If you have information on any of the sites noted or 
would like to contribute to future issues of this series of 
notes, please contact: 
Chris Heathcote, 15 Links Road, Chapel en le Frith, High 
Peak, Derbys SK23 9TX (01298 814822)
or  John Barnatt, 21 The Front, Fairfield, Buxton, Derbys, 
SK 17 7EQ (01298 77923),
email:  john.barnatt@btinternet.com

Demolition at Cowdale Quarry
On Thursday the 19th of May, the imposing former 
power house at the disused Cowdale Quarry just outside 
of Buxton was demolished by the landowners.  This 
structure, and the other ones on site, had been under 
consideration for statutory protection by English 
Heritage, but permission to demolish the power house 
was given by High Peak Borough Council without prior 
consultation with any interested parties.  The 1909 
power house was probably the finest surviving example 
of a structure built by the Buxton Lime Firms, and is 
believed to have been the last one bearing the BLF 
datestone.

The Cowdale site has had a series of highly controversial 
planning applications made for it, which include an 
access route passing through the site of the power house.  
John Barnatt, with the approval of the Society’s Council, 
had objected to the demolition of the buildings at the  
first application and since taking over as Conservation 
Officer I have continued opposition to the loss of these 
structures.  The owners had assured English Heritage 
that they would not demolish the power house prior to 
getting planning permission.  I am now concerned that 
the other buildings on site may suffer the same fate and 
so will continue to object to the development, and lobby 
for protection to be given for the other buildings on site.
The justification given by the site owners was that the 
power house was in a dangerous condition and needed 
to be demolished for safety reasons.  However, it stood 
on private land which in recent times has been clearly 
signposted as such.  The Surveyor’s report, which is 
visible online with the planning application documents 
(ref. HPK/2011/0182) does not bear this out.  It only 
suggested that the public should be excluded from 
the structure as, after 50 years of abandonment, the 
stability of the roof could not be guaranteed.  I am 
seeking answers from High Peak Borough Council 
as to why demolition consent was granted in the face 
of contradictory evidence as to the structure’s state 
and given its role in a highly controversial planning 
application.  I also understand English Heritage’s legal 
department are looking into the matter.

Adam Russell

The remarkably well preserved 1909 Power House at 
Cowdale Quarry before its demolition.

Photo: Steve Thompson

mailto:john.barnatt@btinternet.com
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British Geological Survey
Special Reports on the Mineral 
Resources of Great Britain
Most PDMHS members will be familiar with those 
volumes in this mainly early twentieth century series that 
pertain to the localities in which they are interested, with 
the most relevant to non-ferrous mining history having 
been republished in the 1980s by Richard and Hilary 
Bird of Sheffield in their ‘Mining Facsimiles’ series. 
In PDMHS Newsletter No.138 (April 2011) Steve 
Thompson most usefully drew attention to 21 titles in 
the series that are now available online as digital scans, 
courtesy of the University of Toronto. This note lists the 
titles in the series that are not available online as part of 
this initiative and lists the various editions which were 
published (the scans are of single editions), to better 
publicise the existence of this most important source of 
information to mining historians.
To save space, titles listed to in Newsletter 138 are 
referred to by volume number rather than by their often 
lengthy titles. Note that there are 37 titles in the series, 
not 27 as stated in Newsletter 138.
Vol.1: three edns. 1915, 1916, 1923; the last is online.
Vol.2: three edns. 1915, 1916, 1922; the last is online.
Vol.3: Gypsum & Anhydrite; and Celestine & 
Strontiantite. Three edns. 1915, 1918, 1938. Not online.
Vol.4: four edns. 1916, 1917, 1922, 1952; the third is 
online.
Vol.5: two edns. 1916, 1917; the second is online.
Vol.6: two edns. 1918, 1920; the second is online.
Vol.7: Mineral Oil, Kimmeridge Oil Shale, Lignites, 
Jets, Cannel Coals, Natural Gas: England & Wales. Two 
edns. 1918, 1920. Not online.
Vol.8: Iron Ores: Haematites of West Cumberland, 
Lancashire & the Lake District. Two edns. 1918, 1924. 
Not Online. Facsimile 1987 or 1988.
Vols.9, 11 to 14, 16, 17, 19 to 27: one edn. of each: all 
online. Facsimiles published as follows: Vol.17 1987, 
Vol.19 1987, Vol.20 1986 (facsimile of fold-out map 
published separately 1986 or 1987), Vol.21 (combined 
with Vol.15) 1987, Vol.22 (combined with Vol.30) 1986, 
Vol.23 1986, Vol.25 1986, Vol.26 1986, Vol.27 1986.
Vol.10: Iron Ores (continued): the Haematites of the 
Forest of Dean & South Wales. Two edns. 1919, 1927. 
Not online.
Vol.15: Arsenic & Antimony Ores. One edn. 1920. Not 
online. Facsimile (combined with Vol.21) 1987.
Vol.18: Rock-Salt & Brine. One edn. 1921. Not online.
Vol.28: Refractory Materials: Fireclays: Analyses & 
Physical Tests. One edn. 1924. Not online.
Vol.29: Iron Ores: Bedded Iron Ores of England & 
Wales: Petrography & Chemistry. One edn. 1925. Not 
Online.

Vol.30: Copper Ores of the Midlands, Wales, the Lake 
District & The Isle of Man. One edn. 1925. Not online. 
Facsimile (combined with Vol.22) 1986.
Vol.31: Ball Clays. One edn. 1929. Not online.
Vol.32: Granites of Scotland. One edn. 1939. Not online.
Vol.33: Synopsis of the Mineral Resources of Scotland. 
One edn. 1940. Not online.
Vol.34: Rock Wool. Two edns. 1945, 1949. Not online.
Vol.35: Limestones of Scotland. Two edns. 1949, 1956. 
Not online.
Vol.36: Cambro-Ordovician Limestones & Dolomites 
of the Ord & Torridon Area, Skye, the Kishorn Area, 
Rossshire. One edn. 1954. Not online.
Vol.37: Limestones of Scotland: Analyses & 
Petrography. One edn. 1956. Not online. 
Readers with a deep interest in specific minerals or in 
specific areas are advised to consult all editions of a 
volume as there are often significant differences in their 
texts. For example, the three editions of Vol.1 provide 
successive snapshots in time of the development of 
manganese mines, especially on the Lleyn peninsular 
of Gwynedd, during materials shortages of the Great 
War. In contrast, the later editions of some volumes are 
scarcely more than reprints with slight corrections and 
some, such as Vol.10, are précised to the point where 
information important to the historian is obscured or 
omitted.

Robert Protheroe Jones  
Curator of Heavy Industry

Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales

EMIAC 81 - the 2011 East Midlands 
Industrial Archaeology Conference
The Peak District Mining Museum and PDMHS were 
hosts this year to the 81st East Midlands Industrial 
Archaeology Conference (EMIAC 2011) on Saturday 
the 21st of May. The event was attended by 79 delegates 
from all over the East Midlands, many commenting that 
this event had raised the standard expected of future 
conferences.  The theme of this conference was Mining.
Dr. John Barnatt presented an illustrated talk on the 
subject of  “Using Steam to Mine Lead – Archaeological 
Excavation at Engine Houses in Derbyshire”,  Dr. Jim 
Rieuwerts gave an illustrated account of  “The Hidden 
History of the Archaeology of Mine Drainage”, and 
David Webb introduced a film entitled “The Hollow Hill 
– The Story of the Ecton Mines”.  Special thanks go to 
John, Jim and David for their captivating presentations.  
(Ian would also like to thank Robin, and all the Museum 
staff and volunteers, for their hard work and dedication.)
Alison Hall produced a magnificent hot buffet for the 
delegates and afterwards several parties were taken on 
guided tours of Temple Mine and the Mining Museum.

Robin Hall and Ian Bunting
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A Talk on the Taddington Mines
Although he will be too modest to mention it, our 
esteemed newsletter editor gave a very fine talk on the 
mines of the Taddington area on February the 23rd.
I think that Steve has, by now, been adopted by the 
natives of Tadd, because apart from a few PDMHS 
members the hall was packed out with locals.  The 
evening was intended to be a benefit gig for Cave 
Rescue, and afterwards we gratefully received £203.30 
for DCRO funds.
Steve told us that mining was taking place in the 
Taddington area by at least 1249 and, among the slides, 
showed a photograph of a beautiful document, written 
in Latin and dated 1368.
In 1577 100 loads of ore were being purchased around 
Taddington, but of course the main event was when the 
Whale Sough out of Deepdale broke into the so called 
“Rich Work” where it met the Hubbadale Pipe.  There 
was so much ore coming out that had to be measured 
that the Barmaster’s salary was increased by 40%!  For 
five years the Nether Hubbadale Mine produced profits 
ranging from huge to amazing, and in 1768 realised a 
profit of £11,801/14/11d on a turnover of £15,234/16/1d 
- a margin of 77.5%!  Any company today would be 
more than happy with a much lower margin than that.
About a year ago the Peak District Mines Conservation 
Team worked on some old coes near the sough tail of 
Maury Mine.  Steve showed photos of the rails in the 
sough and explained that the workings there go back 
to at least 1637.  He also tried to relate the stories of 
the mines to the people who worked them and lived 
around them - including the tale of a reckoning at Upper 
Hubbadale Mine for the 5th of October 1741 which 
recorded a payment being made:  “Margaret Dickin, for 
the loss of a mare falling down the engine shaft, £6/6/-”.
The evening rounded off with tea and cakes.  They sure 
know how to live it up in Taddington, there were so 
many cakes in such variety that I think I am going to flit 
over there from Tidza !!!
We had a really excellent evening, so book this man 
and his talk now before his fees rise.

Brian Woodall
Steve would particularly like to thank the Ladies of 
Taddington who organised the refreshments, and who 
baked and donated all the cakes which were so greatly 
enjoyed by everyone - especially Brian, it would seem...

Power to Magpie Project
(Update May 2011)
Trying to raise a considerable sum of money in the 
middle of a recession was never going to be easy.  
However the Project Team are made of stern stuff!
With members, their families & friends making more use 
of the facilities and greater numbers of parties visiting 

under the Natural England Environmental Enhancement 
Scheme (which generates income for the project ) it is 
even more important that the power supply should be 
upgraded.
In recent discussions with Central Networks (the 
electrical contractor) they suggested a way for us to 
reduce the overall cost considerably.  If the Society or 
our contractor could lay a cable duct (150mm diameter 
plastic pipe ) they could pull in the cable more easily 
and quickly.  This offers us the opportunity to split the 
project into several manageable phases.
We should have no difficulty in putting the duct in from 
the Cottage to the road (subject to planning consents) as 
we made a trench for the water pipe many years ago; the 
cable duct can be laid in this.
Central Networks also said that they may have a separate 
project installing a cable along the roadside near the site 
and that they could lay a duct in at that time.
It would then only be necessary to complete the duct 
down Horse Lane to the farm where the existing supply 
terminates.
We are also examining ways of sourcing other materials 
as means of cost reduction and we are still pursuing the 
route of grant aid.

Magpie Project Team

Malison Vein and Hancocks Mine, 
Tideswell Liberty
In my article with the above title in Newsletter No. 137, 
January 2011, I mentioned the sale, by Leon Harrison, of 
mines in Litton Liberty to Matthew Dickie and William 
Christopher Mallinson.  At the end of the article I stated  
“Could it be, one wonders, that the similarity between 
‘Malison’ and ‘Mallinson’ is pure coincidence?”.
The answer, it would seem, is that this was rather more 
than coincidence.  The history of Cressbrook House 
(now known as Cressbrook Hall) recorded in the book 
“Behind the View” indicates that William Mallison took 
up residence in Cressbrook House in September 1924, 
having rented it from the Worthington Estate.  In March 
of the following year the house was put up for sale and 
William Mallison purchased it outright.
Matthew Dickie and his business partner William 
Mallison formed Matthew Dickie Junior Limited in 
1894, producing high quality cotton thread for the luxury 
end of the textile market at Cressbrook Mill.
It would seem, then, that the names Malison Vein (in the 
Tideswell Barmaster’s Book) and William Christopher 
Mallinson (in the Litton Barmaster’s Book) are both 
misinterpretations or misspellings of the name Mallison.
Reference:  Behind the View- Life and times in 
Cressbrook - a Derbyshire mill village.  Written by the 
people of Cressbrook and published by Carole Perks, 
Chris Gilbert and Hilary Stephens, November 2005.

Steve Thompson
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Buddle Dams in Derbyshire
When reviewing the third volume of Jim Rieuwerts’  
“Lead Mining in Derbyshire”, on the area from Elton to 
the Via Gellia, I was struck by a photograph of a landscape 
dominated by large buddle dams.  These features are 
described as mainly mid 19th century earth dams into 
which the sludge etc. from buddling was placed.  I could 
not remember seeing anything similar elsewhere in the 
UK and sought help from the Mining History List, a web-
based discussion group for mining historians:

From the responses it is clear that there were tailings dams 
of various ages, but nothing quite like those shown in the 
area which extends from Elton Moor, through Winster, to 
Wensley, the location of the Basrobin and Rantor Mines.

Dave Williams helpfully explained that many veins in 
this part of the orefield were of a sludgy character and 
often did not require crushing.  Also, it has what might be 
described as alluvial lead deposits which occur in karst 
features of various ages with, for example, water-worn 
galena nuggets still being found in cave sediments at 
Millclose Mine.  This meant that many hillocks around 
Winster and Wensley (but also elsewhere) already had 
a high proportion of clay and sandy material in them.  
They had often been reworked, particularly in the 17th 
century, leaving low grade, but payable deposits which 

generated sludge when buddled in the 19th century and 
led to the formation of the buddle dams.  Dave added that 
all the water for buddling was brought from underground 
because there was very little on the surface.
Jim Rieuwerts’  “Glossary of Derbyshire Lead Mining 
Terms” gives an example of ground being staked out 
for a buddle dam at Davis Mine, in Wensley Liberty, 
in 1790.  Of course, buddles existed long before then, 
but they were more likely to be associated with buddle 
holes, where the slimes from buddling were collected.
The Lead Legacy report (Barnatt and Penny, 2004) 
described buddle dams as relatively common in 
Derbyshire, and identified many of the best examples 
of them (and others in multi-feature contexts) for 
conservation.  In other parts of Britain, however, pipes 
etc. with such fluvial-glacial infillings are unusual and, 
unlike Derbyshire, examples are, at best, likely to be 
rare.  With NAMHO currently preparing a research 
framework on the lead and other mining industries for 
English Heritage, it seems right, therefore, that these 
seemingly unique features should be identified as worthy 
of further examination and protection.
Reference:  Barnatt, J. and Penny, R. 2004.  The Lead 
Legacy, Peak District National Park Authority, Bakewell.

Mike Gill

Crich Lead Mining Display
Members of our Society will know of the Lead Mining 
Display at Crich Tramway Village.  It not only serves 
as an interesting alighting point for visitors but brings 
our pursuits to their attention.  If you have not seen the 
exhibits we urge you to come and visit the results of 
many years’ work by the enthusiastic helpers.

Lilian Bridges has made even greater efforts to continue 
her sales of minerals in the shop since the sad death of 
Mick in February.  If you would like to offer occasional 
help at the Crich Project, be it in the shop, on site 
maintenance or talking to visitors, Lilian would like to 
hear from you.  Her number is 0115 943 6214. 

Keith Gregory

A concentration of buddle dams at the Elton Mines, with 
one in the foreground which appears to be unfinished.

Photo:  Jim Rieuwerts

https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A0=mining-history

Lost to Light - Buxton Museum and Art Gallery
An Exhibition by the International Society of Spelaeological Art
Saturday 20th August to Saturday 29th October 2011
This group of artists are bound together by a passion for the dark world of caves 
and for the remarkable group of men and women who explore them. While their 
subject matter provides them with a unique bond as artists, their working methods 
and choice of materials provide an exhibition of diverse imagery and artefacts. 
It is interesting to note the difference in scale and while some concentrate on the 
characters and the act of caving itself, others are more interested in the beauty and 
visual uniqueness of the caves, but you will find few references to show caves. Here 
you can experience the artist’s response to wild caves in all their terrifying splendour.
For more information please contact:-
Buxton Museum and Art Gallery, Terrace Road, Buxton, SK17 6DA
Phone:  01629 533540 Website:  www.derbyshire.gov.uk/buxtonmuseum

https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A0=mining-history
www.derbyshire.gov.uk/buxtonmuseum
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New Members
Please welcome the following people who have recently 
been elected as new members of the Society.

Ian Edward Senior, SALE
Mark Weston, CHEADLE
Paul & Susan Wheatley and family, SHIREOAKS

I’m sure we all hope that they will find their membership 
of the Society an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

Wes Taylor

Training Coordinator’s Notes
Just a quick reminder to members old and new that 
introductory training sessions in the use of ladder and 
line or SRT can be easily be arranged.  Suggestions are 
always welcome for training events above or below 
ground.
Please get in touch via training@pdmhs.com

Martin Long,
Training Coordinator.

Contributing to the Newsletter
Contributions to the PDMHS Newsletter will always be 
gratefully received.  There are a number of ways you can 
send your masterpiece in:-
1: By Email:  This is perhaps in many ways the most 
convenient way for those equipped to use it.  Preferably 
please send text as a Microsoft Word document.  Try 
to keep to a simple format, I would recommend Times 
New Roman in 16 point for main headings, 14 point for 
sub-headings and 12 point for the main body of the text.  
Please try to give your work a meaningful title.
DO NOT embed photographs or diagrams in the text, 
send the images separately.  Ideally send photographs as 
300dpi  RGB JPEG or TIFF files, drawings and diagrams 
may be sent in any convenient bitmap or vector format.
2: By Post:  If you wish to send your work by post it is 
best typed following the email guidelines - the text can 
then be scanned in directly using OCR.  However, I am 
quite happy to accept legible hand written articles too...
Good quality photographs and drawings are always 
welcome, or could be sent as digital images on a CD.
3: By Telephone:  You could even phone me and dictate 
an item while I crayon it on the wall to be typed later.  
However you choose, your contribution will be most 
welcome.  My contact details for all three methods are 
below.

Steve Thompson

Claymills Pumping Station

PDMHS member Scott Humphries recently visited the 
Claymills Victorian Pumping Station at Stretton, Burton 
on Trent, and recommends it to other Society members, 
especially those interested in steam pumping engines.  
The machinery on the site includes four Beam Engines 
by Gimson of Leicester 1885, five Lancashire Boilers 
dated 1936-1937, an early 20th century generator house, 
Victorian workshop and blacksmith’s forge as well as 
numerous other small engines and novel artefacts.
Remaining steaming days for 2011 are on the 28th and 
29th of August, the 24th and 25th of September and the 
15th and 16th of October.  There are also non-steaming 
open days on the 9th, 10th, 23rd and 24th of July and 
heritage open days on the 10th and 11th of September.
In addition the Museum at the site is open on Thursdays 
(10:00 to 15:00) and Saturdays (10:00 to 17:00).
You can get more information from the excellent website 
http://www.claymills.org.uk/index.html, or by contacting 
the Claymills Pumping Engines Trust, Meadow 
Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent, Staffs., DE13 0DA;  
Telephone 01283 509929.

Steve Thompson

PDMHS Newsletter, October 2011
The deadline for the next edition of the Newsletter is 
Thursday the 1st of September 2011.

Articles, photographs, letters etc. should be sent to:-
Steve Thompson
56 The Banks, WELLINGBOROUGH, NN9 5YX
Tel:  01933 675428 Email:  newsletter@pdmhs.com

Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd
Company No 1227931 Limited by Guarantee
Registered Charity No 504662

Registered Office:  Peak District Mining Museum, 
Grand Pavilion, South Parade, Matlock Bath 
MATLOCK, DE4 3NR Tel: 01629 583834

Web Sites: Society: www.pdmhs.com
 Museum: www.peakmines.co.uk

The contents of this Newsletter are in the Public Domain 
and may be reproduced without permission provided that 
acknowledgment is made of the source.

Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
Society.

Photo:  Ian Shipley www.isphotographic.co.uk
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